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MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION

on the 26th Annual Report on Monitoring the application of European Union law (2008)
(2010/2076(INI))

The European Parliament,

– having regard to the Report from the Commission entitled ‘EU Pilot Evaluation Report’
(COM(2010)0070),

– having regard to the 25th Annual Report from the Commission on Monitoring the 
application of Community law (2007) (COM(2008)0777),

– having regard to the Commission staff working documents (SEC(2009)1683, 
SEC(2009)1684, SEC(2009)1685 and SEC(2010)0182),

– having regard to the Commission Communication of 5 September 2007 entitled ‘A 
Europe of results – applying Community law’ (COM(2007)0502),

– having regard to the Commission Communication of 20 March 2002 on Relations with the 
complainant in respect of infringements of Community law (COM(2002)0141),

– having regard to its resolution of 21 February 2008 on the Commission's 23rd Annual 
report on monitoring the application of Community law (2005)1,

– having regard to Rule 119(1) of its Rules of Procedure,

– having regard to the report of the Committee on Legal Affairs and the opinions of the 
Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection and the Committee on 
Petitions (A7-0000/2010),

1. Regrets that the Commission has not responded to the issues raised by Parliament in its 
previous resolutions, in particular the aforementioned resolution of 21 February 2008; 
notes the lack of improvement with regard to transparency, particularly with reference to 
the ‘EU Pilot’ project and the issue of human resources;

2. Notes that through EU Pilot the Commission is aiming to increase ‘commitment, co-
operation and partnership between the Commission and Member States’2 and is 
considering in close cooperation with national administrations how to deal with the 
application of European Union law; considers that it is thus a form of intergovernmental 
cooperation which replaces the obligation on the Commission laid down in Article 17 
TEU to ’ensure the application of the Treaties, and of measures adopted by the institutions 
pursuant to them’;

3. Notes that on the one hand citizens are portrayed as having an essential role in ensuring 
compliance with EU law on the ground3, whilst on the other – in EU Pilot – they are even 

                                               
1 OJ C 184E, 6.8.2009, p. 63.
2 EU Pilot Evaluation Report, p. 2.
3 Commission 2002 Communication, p. 5: ‘the Commission has regularly acknowledged the vital role played by 
the complainant in detecting infringements of Community law’
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further excluded from any subsequent procedure; considers that this is not in line with the 
Treaties’ solemn declarations that ‘decisions are taken as openly as possible and as closely 
as possible to the citizen’ (Article 1 TEU), that ‘the Union institutions ... shall conduct 
their work as openly as possible’ (Article 15 TFEU) and that ‘[I]n all its activities, the 
Union shall observe the principle of the equality of its citizens, who shall receive equal 
attention from its institutions’ (Article 9 TEU);

4. Is of the opinion that, in their present form, the Commission’s annual reports ‘on 
monitoring the application of European Union law’ do not give citizens or the other 
institutions sufficient information about the true state of application of EU law, as the 
Commission only makes reference to formal proceedings being opened against Member 
States that have not transposed EU law into their national legal systems; considers
however that it would also be very much in the interest of citizens and Parliament to be 
informed when the Commission opens infringements for the incorrect or bad transposition 
of EU law, with details of those infringements also being supplied;

5. Calls on the Commission to propose a ‘procedural code’ in the form of a regulation under 
the new legal basis of Article 298 TFEU, setting out the various aspects of the 
infringement procedure, including notifications, time-limits, the right to be heard, the 
obligation to state reasons, etc., in order to enforce citizens’ rights and transparency; 
reminds the Commission that its 2002 Communication represents an important point of 
reference for the drafting of such a ‘procedural code’;

6. Recalls that the Legal Affairs Committee recently unanimously adopted a letter in support
of a petitioner’s views calling for a standard administrative procedure for supervising and 
enforcing EU law which, while respecting the Commission’s discretion as to when and 
against whom to instigate proceedings, would restrict that discretion to within the 
boundaries of good administration practice1;

7. Recalls the Parliament’s resolution of 4 February 2010 on a revised Framework 
Agreement between the European Parliament and the Commission2 in which it calls on the 
Commission ‘to make available to Parliament summary information about all 
infringement procedures based on the letter of formal notice, including, if so requested by 
Parliament, ... on the issues concerned by the infringement procedure’3; 

8. Calls on the Commission to supply Parliament with relevant data to enable an analysis to 
be made of the added value EU Pilot brings to the existing process of managing 
infringement files, which would justify extending the project further; considers that this 
data should, for example, allow Parliament to check whether the 10 weeks granted to a 
Member State to find a solution to a concrete case have not further delayed the initiation 
of an infringement procedure, the duration of which is already extremely lengthy and 
indeterminate;

                                               
1 ‘Discretion may be a necessary evil in modern government; absolute discretion coupled with an absolute lack 
of transparency, however, is fundamentally contrary to the rule of law’ - Frassoni Report (2005/2150(INI)) on 
the Commission’s 21st and 22nd Annual Reports on Monitoring the application of Community law (2003 and 
2004), p. 17 of the Explanatory memorandum. 
2 Texts adopted of that date, P7_TA(2010)0009.
3 idem, paragraph 3(e) point 5.
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9. Asks the Commission to allocate sufficient resources to be able to monitor fully the 
implementation of EU law, initiate own cases and develop priorities for stronger and 
systematic actions; calls on the Commission to provide Parliament, as has been repeatedly 
requested, with clear and exhaustive data on the resources earmarked for processing 
infringement cases in the various Directorates-General and on those allocated to the EU 
Pilot project; reminds the Commission that Parliament committed itself to supporting the 
Commission via increased budget appropriations for increased resources; 

10. Recalls the Council’s pledge to encourage Member States to draw up and publish tables 
illustrating the correlation between directives and national transposition measures; stresses 
that such tables are essential in order for the Commission to be able to monitor 
implementation measures in all Member States effectively; 

11. Notes that the national courts play a vital role in applying European Union law and fully 
supports the EU’s efforts to enhance and coordinate judicial training for national judges, 
legal professionals, officials and civil servants in the national administrations;

12. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission, the Court 
of Justice, the European Ombudsman and the parliaments of the Member States.
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

This report evaluates the Commission's monitoring of the application of European Union law
in 2008. It focuses its analysis on the Report from the Commission "EU Pilot Evaluation 
Report" where the Commission proposes an evaluation of the performance of the 'EU Pilot' 
project after its 22 months of operation. The Rapporteur raises some key questions on the 
functioning of the EU Pilot and on the role of citizens in ensuring compliance with Union law 
on the ground and asks the Commission to provide relevant data to enable an analysis of the 
EU Pilot's added value to the existing infringement process1. The Rapporteur also suggests 
calling on the Commission to propose a "procedural code" on the infringement procedure 
under the new legal basis of article 298 TFEU, in order to enforce citizens' rights and 
transparency.

                                               
1 Extensive discussion on Parliament's concerns about the functioning of the EU Pilot can be found in the article 
of Melanie Smith 'Enforcement, monitoring, verification, outsourcing; the decline of the infringement process' 
(2008) 33 European Law Review 777. 


